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Abstract--The conditionsdeterminingthe dynamicalbehavior of the ionized gas in the
outer atmosphereof the earth are discussed.It is proposedto call this region in which the
magneticfield of the earth dominatesthe 'magnetosphere.'
Observationsby Van Allen and
others indicate that this zone reachesout to between 5 and 10 earth radii, dependingon
the degree of magnetic disturbance.

It is shownthat the existenceof an insulatinglayer at the base of this region, namely
the non-ionizedatmosphere,completelychangesthe type of controlexertedby the magnetic
field, allowing a classof motionsto occurfreely without the need to overcomeany magnetic
forces.The extent to which suchmotions may occur is discussed,and some of the indications
from airglow and magnetic observationsare mentioned.

The theory predictsthat, at the level of the F• layer and above, most motionswill show
strict symmetry between the two base points of a magnetic line of force.

It hasnow becomepossibleto investigatethe
regionabovethe ionosphere
in whichthe mag-

This identity of lines of force losesmeaning
as soon as insulatingsurfacesor volumesplay
netic field of the earth has a dominant control a part. Thus a conductingdisk spinningbeover the motionsof gasand fast chargedpar- tweenthe polesof a conductingmagnetexperiticles.This'-regionis knownto extendout to encesno magnetic torque so long as there are
a distanceof the order of 10 earth radii; it may insulating sheets,however thin, separating it
appropriately be called the magnetosphere. from the pole pieces. The lines of force are
Even though at present only the most rudi- not drawn around by the disk, for, not posmentary information is available about the sessingidentity, the field need not change•'in
behaviorof this region,it is of interest to in- order to allow each area in any of the convestigate the laws that dictate the motion of ductorsto remainlinkedwith the samequantity
material •'there.

of magneticflux.If contactis made,asby filling
the spacewith a conducting
liquid,the situation

It is customary in magnetohydrodynamics
to
considerthe approximationof arbitrarily high
electrical conductivity. In those cicumstances
the conceptof lines of force obtainsa new meaning. The Faraday conceptwas a representation

tifiable everywhere,andthey must thereforebe
woundup in the motion, resultingin a decelerating torque through the Maxwell stressesin

only of t,he direct.
ion of t,he field a,t,oa,e,h
point,

the deformed

is changed
entirely
, for nowall linesareiden-

field.

in space; no meaning was attached to the identity of eachline. In a perfectly conductingfluid
the particles that are at one time on a line of
force remain on one throughout the motion;
each line has thus an identity, established
throughthe identity possessed
by a set of ifluid

The earth'sfield in the magnetosphere
is embeddedin a goodconductor,
namelythe tenuous
ionizedgasknownto existthere.In this region
it is permissibleto considergasand field locked
to each other, for sufficientlyrapid motions.
But the atmosphere
actsas an insulatingsheet
particles.This concepthas proved extremely separatingall this regionfrom the conducting
valuable for discovering the relation between earth, and no currentsof any significancecan
flow and deformation of a magnetic field in
magnetohydrodynamics.
*Present address'Cornell University, Ithaca, N,Y.
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flow betweenthe ground and the lower surface

of the ionosphere.(The atmosphericconvection
of chargeis insignificant
in its magneticeffectS.)
No identity of lines exists therefore across the
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atmosphere,
andconsequently
there are no magnetic forcesresultingfrom a certain classof
ionosphericand magnetospheric
motions.
For example,in the particular caseof axial

netosphere
not impededby the magnetic
field,

we must inquire what forcesexist to causeor
to dissipatethem.Alsowe shallwant to understandthe consequences
that suchmotionshave
symmetry,no torque would result from a rela- on a variety of observablephenomena.
of conducting
gasexertinga
tive rotation betweenearth and magnetospheric In the presence
pressure,it is necessary
to inquire
material. (This is quite different from the case significant
balance.If a cerof the sun, where no insulating layer inter- into the magnetohydrostatic
venes.) In the generalcaseno magnetic forces tain distributionof gas were containedin the
by the fieldat onetime there
can result for any motion that leavesthe shape regionoccupied
of the field in the magnetosphereunchanged may nowbe the possibilityof a rearrangement
as well as its position relative to the surface of all this gassuchthat the total energyof the
of the earth. The field within the atmosphere, systemis lowered,and onethat canbe carried
where no currents can flow, must then neces- out without the needto overcomeany magnetic
sarily alsoremainunchanged,and no new forces forces.Providedthat a pattern of motionexists
can arise. There exists a class of motions that
from the initial to the lowest energy configuramonotonwill not changeany fields,namelythosein which tion, suchthat the energydecreases
each arch of a line of force, from one to the ically,the systemwill carry out sucha motion.
other base at the bottom of the ionosphere, This is quite analogousto thermal convection
medium;only in
movesto the positionpreviouslyoccupiedby in a gravitatingcompressible
another such arch. In general, this involves the presentcasethe forcesare derivedfromthe
deformationof the material,but, allowingthat, magneticfield whosegradientimpliesan outany line of force with the material that it is ward force on the gas which accordingto its
Alsothere
threading can be movedto any other position. energycontentactsas a diamagnet.
The entire medium can thus be stirred up is now a new restriction on the pattern of mowithout requiring any magnetohydrodynamical tion that can take place, namelythe one that
work.
involvesno magneticwork being done.
Although this motion leaves all fields unIn a gravitating compressible
fluid there is
changed,it is still controlledby the field. Thus, a certain gradient of the temperaturewith
for example,if in the northern hemispherea height, the adiabatic gradient, at which no
patch of ionospheric
material was found to be changein the energyof the systemresultsfrom
movingin a certain way, there must be a cor- any convection.
A slowerdecreaseof the temrespondingmotion at the conjugatepoint in the peraturewith heightthan the adiabaticgradifield in the southernhemisphere,and the two ent leads to stability; a faster decreaseleads
areas would have to remain conjugatethrough- to convectiveinstability. In the magnetohydrostatic casewe wishto find the analogousdivision
out the subsequent
motion.
An entirely equivalentway of regardingthis into a stable and an unstableregime.We shall
motion would be to take coordinates fixed with
at first neglectthe effectsof gravitationalforces
respectto the earth, and to considerthe electric on any gas, and considerthe magneticforces
fields associatedwith a motion of the magneto- only.This procedureis equivalentto considering
whichis ensphericmaterial acrossthe field. dB/dt -- curl a gascontentof the magnetosphere
E -- 0 ever.vwhere
in that case.But an electric tirely at a temperaturemuchin excess
of that
field E -- (1/c)V X ]] exists then which, for of escapein the absenceof magneticfields.Such
just the caseof the classof motionsof material a conditionmay be approximatelyfulfilledby
Also we
described,results in no currents but only in the ionizedgas in the magnetosphere.
surface chargesat the insulatinglayer. In this shallmakethe approximationthat the gaspresdescriptiona particular classof motionsof the sures existing in the region are insufficientto
conductingmedium in the fixed magneticfield alter the magnetic configurationssignificantly;
is thus permitted,and is associatedwith electric the thermal energy density is assumedto be
fieldsderived from surfacecharges.
small comparedwith the magneticenergydenSincethere is a classof motionsin the mag- sity//•/8•r. This conditionmay in fact be vio-
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ture), then the pressurewouldbe decreased
by
the expansioninto the positionB accordingto
the gaslaw applicable.Let us take a monaromic
gas whoseratio of the specificheat is 5/3, and
consideran adiabatic expansion.This may be
a goodapproximationin somecasesin the magnetosphere.We have pV¾" -- constant. V -aR', wherea is a constant.p(aR')"?'-- constant.
Hencep -- nkT -- constantX R -'ø/8.In the isothermal case where pV -- constant the result
would be that the pressurewould diminishwith
radius as R-'.

The law that correspondsto the adiabatic
gradient for the magnetohydrostatics
of a monaromic gas in a dipole field is therefore a decrease of the energy density with increasing
radiusaccordingto R -•ø?'.It is to be noted that
in this case,unlike the situation in the gravitational case,it is only the energy density, or
the productnT, that enters,not n and T separately. It is therefore not a temperature gradient that can be definedas the one of limiting
stability, but a gradient of the gas energy density; a little hot or a lot of cold gas has similar
lated, especiallyduring periodsof magneticdisturbance.Also, we shall restrict the discussion
to a dipole field only.
To derive the adiabatic gradient in the magnetohydrostatic
case,we considerthe changein
the pressureor energy density of the gas that
fills a magnetictube of force A (Fig. 1) when
the tube is movedso as to occupythe position
of the tube of force B. We take the approxi-

effects.

If a non-collidingparticle flux is considered
insteadof a hot gasthe considerations
losetheir
simplicity. It is then necessaryto specify the
distributionof pitch anglesof the particle motions in the field in order to follow the conse-

quencesof an interchangemotion. (The adiabatic law is probably not changedvery much
for any pitch angle but may becomeas steep
mation that the volume of the earth is small
as R-•.)
comparedwith the regionsunder consideration,
If in the actual casethe energy density falls
and we are then helped by the fact that the off with increasingradiusmore slowlythan R-'
lines of force of a dipde field are all similar to the system will be stable against thermal conone anotherexcept for scaJe.
vection; more energy is required to compress
The magneticfield strength declineswith dis- the down-goingtubes of force than is available
tance as 1/R •, where R is the distancefrom the from the expansionof the rising ones. For
center. The motion of a tube of force from A
gradientsof the energy density that lie between
to B therefore implies an expansionsuch that R-' and R -'•/s a thermal convection can take
the cross-sectionalarea of B is (R,,/R•,) • times place at a rate at which heat can be exchanged
as great as that of the sametube at A. The vol- betweenrising and falling masses;at R-' the
ume of the tube has therefore increased as
processwould needto be strictly isothermaland

(R•,?R.,)', for the length has increasedin proportion to R. If the tube of force at A contained a gas having an energy density characterized by the pressurep • nkT (where n is
the number density of molecules,k is Boltzmann'sconstant,and T is the absolutetempera-

the rate of movementthereforevery low. For
gradientssteeperthan R-•/• the systemis unstable against fast adiabatic convection.A motion will then take place in which the lower

tubesof forceexpandand moveinto the place
previously occupiedby upper ones, and vice
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versa. Within the approximationsmade, the
magnetic field is nowhere and at no time
changedin the process.These motions might
have been described,as mentioned earlier, in

of motion. A better understandingof the processesof magnetic storms and auroras and of
the Van Allen radiation zone would all require
better estimates of the interchange motions
than can be made at present.Suchmotionsmay
show themselvesdirectly in the bodily movement of auroral' rays, especiallyin latitude; in
the geographicalmovementsof foci of magnetic
disturbance;or in high-levelionosphericwinds.

terms of a fixed magnetic field and motions
permitted as a consequence
of electric fieldsderived from charges.
The most important descriptionof the magnetospherethat future experimentationwill give
us will be a definition of the regions that are In all cases these movements will be characterconvectively stable or unstable. The present ized by a symmetry in the two magnetically
knowledgeof the Van Allen flux is by itself not defined hemispheres,and this symmetry may
adequate to provide this information, for the be demonstrablein a variety of observations.
Another region of instability may arise in the
principal thermal energycontent of the regioa
very probablyresidesin a lower particleenergy absence of external disturbance if the external
than has been countedup till now. The total ambient pressure falls and so leaves the gas
energy content that has to be associatedwith pressuregradient greater than the critical one
magneticdisturbanceon the earth is greatly in in the region where the changeoverfrom terexcessof the energy content implied by the restrial to interplanetary gas conditionstakes

place.This is a region that is expectedto be

measured Van Allen flux.

It is very improbable, however, that the
total energy density diminishesas rapidly with
increasingradius, measured in the equatorial

generally outside the auroral region, and the
lines of force involved would therefore be those

that emanate close to the poles. Those would
then be liable to an interchangemotion in which
gas energy is transportedfarther out (perhaps
that region in which the Van Allen flux increaseswith R. A large part of the magneto- effectivelylost from the earth) until the pressphereis thereforelikely to be magnetohydro- suregradientis restoredto the stablevalue.This
statically stable. There are two regionswhere motion may represent a major sourceof loss'
instability might be suspected:one is a region of gas and particle fluxes from the vicinity of
beyond 6 or 7 earth radii where the Van Allen the earth.
The possibility of an inner convectionzone
flux generally decreasesand where the gas density no doubt has to mergeinto the ambient one driven by the diurnal heating of the outer atin the solar system; the other is a region very mospheredeservesfurther consideration.The
closeto the earth where the diurnal heating of proportionof the energycontentin • tube of
the outer atmosphereby the sun may provide force that may be due to diurnally heated gas
large amounts of hot and partly ionized gas must be greatest in those tubes of force that
emanate in an equatorial zone. Not only is the
whoseenergy content falls off very rapidly with
distance, owing to the exponential fall-off in solar heating more intense there, but also the
lines of force involved do not go through large
the atmosphericdensity.
The disturbancesimpressedon the system regions whose stability would counteract the
from outside associatedwith magnetic storms effectsof the diurnal heating at a lower level.
If a diurnally convectingzone existswe should
clearly involve forces other than those
cussedhere. It is probable,however,that also expect it to be confinedto the lines of force
in the motions taking place then those repre- that emerge within a certain distance of the
senting an interchangeof lines of force will equator.
In trying to decidewhat the sizeor the limitdominatesincejust for thoseno magneticforces

plane, as R-•/'

(or even as fast as R--•) in all

need to be overcome. The inward

and outward

transportationof gasmassesand alsoof particle

ing latitude of sucha zonemight be, one could
proceedeither by calculation,usingwhat evi-

fluxes at such times may occur much more

dence there is of the gas content and diurnal

freely than it would in the absenceof an insulating atmosphereand therefore of this type

heatingat high levelsin the atmosphere,or by
search for observational

facts that

would be
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F•o. 2--Diurnal changesof the earth's magnetic field at different magneticlatitudes. [After Chapman and Bartels, 1940.] Sunspot minimum year 1902. Approximately 40ø latitude is seen to be
the division between the low-latitude and the high-latitude behavior.

accountedfor by such a limited regionof convection. The data now available for the highlevel atmosphericenergy content and its diurnal variationare quite inadequatefor the first
method, and it is therefore necessaryto concentrateon the second.Severalphenomenasuggestthat a regionin the vicinity of 40ø latitude
is associatedwith a substantialchangein the
magnetosphericconditions.The diurnal variations of the earth'sfield at magneticallyundisturbed times show a completelydifferent behavior betweenlow- and high-latituderegions
with the changeoverin the neighborhood
of 40ø

oxygen at 5577 angstromsand concludesthat
large-scale patterns of brightness appear to
move over an observingstation in the course
of a night. He finds an indication of a region
of maximumintensity at a latitude of 38ø, and

he findsa mostinteresting
seasonal
behaviorin
the direction of the maximum brightnessthat
is seenfrom an observingstation in the middle
latitudes. The ratio of the intensities a little
above the horizon in the north to those in the

southis shownto be a quantity that has• semiannual but no annual variation.

This ratio of

north to south brightnesshas minima at the
(Fig. 2). At the low latitudes the behavior of equinoxesand maxima at the solstices,which
the field corresponds
to a compression
at noon, could be interpreted by sayingthat the zone of
whereasit is an expansionat that time at the maximum brightnessmoved to lower latitudes
high latitudes.Also in the regionof 40ø latitude at the equinoxesand to higher latitudes at the
is a zone of enhancedairglow, and there are solstices(Fig. 3).
Roach discusses the semiannual nature of this
strong suggestionsthat the phenomenonof airglow is under some sort of magnetic control. variation and finds it puzzling. It is clear that
Lastly the minimum detected in the Van Allen the airglow cannot be significantlyaffected'by
radiation zonesseparatingthe inner from the the amount of solar radiation receivedby_the
outer belt is defined by the line of force at upper atmosphereon the.day precedingthe obabout40ø [Van Allen and Frank, 1959].
servation, for in that case there should be a
The airglow observationsof Roach [1959] strong annual term. A semiannualterm, on the
are of particular interest in this connectiotaHe other hand, suggestthat, whatever the solar
observesthe prominentforbiddenline of atomic influence is, it is constrained to affect the two
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interchangemotion and yet leadingto a strictly
semiannual behavior.
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hemispheres
in an identicalmanner.It is hard
to think of any way in which a constraintof
this sort could arise except through the magnetic field. If the behavior at one base of a line
of force has to be the same as that at the other

Possibilitiesfor the investigationof suchmotions comefrom a numberof fields.Ionospheric
radio observationsmay succeedin demonstrating that, for motionsat the F• level and above,
a strict synm•etryexistsfor the points that lie
on a commonline of force. Stationsat conjugate
points in the two hemispheres
are probably required for this. Similarly airglow observations
and magnetic observationsat conjugatepoints
would be important.
The amount of thermal energy that can be
addedinto a tube of forceby nuclearexplosion
is by no meanssmall,and this can be expected
to result in an interchangemotion in which the
tube that is mostly affectedmovesso as to occupy a position far out, connectingwith high
magnetic latitudes. This motion would not be
shownup by energeticchargedparticleswhose
drift motion in longitudeis so fast that they
will remain in the affected tube of force for a

much shoter time only than that taken up by
the interchangemotion.The existenceof a stable
base, no solar influencecan show an annual shell of fast electronsas was observedinca'{he
term, and a semiannualone will then be ex- Argus experimentsis thus in no conflict with
pected.The existenceof a semiannualterm by the presentconsiderations,
but these observaitself arguesstrongly in favor of an interpre- tions place a limit on the speedsand patterns
tation of airglow in which the magneticfield of interchangemotionsthat may occur.
plays an important part even in the absenceof
The diffusionof fast particles in captured
a detailedtheory of the phenomenon.
The more orbits is not discussedin the present paper.
particular suggestion
that might be madewithin It is clear, however,that the velocitiesof the
the presentdiscussion
is that the extent of the interchangemotionswill be also impressedon
conreckingregion shrinks to its smallest size the particle fluxes;only the motionin longitude,
at the equinoxeswhen the sun is above the which is faster the higherthe particle energy,
equatorand thereforeabovethe centerof the will tend to averageout the effects.Indeed,these
zone, and the zone growsto its maximumex- effectswill averageout exactly when the drift
tension at the solstices when more solar heat
of the particle oncearoundthe earth occursin
is appliedat the higherlatitudes.If this mag- a time during which no changesin the velocities
netosphericconvectionis responsible,as it of the interchangemotionshave taken place.
might well be, for driving particle fluxesinto Neverthelessit is probablethat theseeffectsare
the atmosphere,a seasonalmovementin the the dominant ones for the eventual diffusion of
limit of the convectingzone may show up as any captured flux of energeticparticles.
a seasonal
movementin airglowbrightness.The
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